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ABSTRACT
It is an interesting fact that the world seems to be grooming every day. Artificial
intelligence works in contrast to the human brain and solves all the queries better than human
capability. Artificial intelligence has the ability to mimic human cognition so that the goals
can be achieved very easily with a great rate of success. In that way, Chatbot is the best
example of the application of artificial intelligence.
The chatbot is an automatic text-based chatting interface that is developed by using
artificial intelligence. ChatterBot is a python library that is used with the help of artificial
intelligence in chatbot along with National language programming. This NLP assists and
pays the way for the programming of the chatbot in a natural language. This will help the
users to make the interaction with the chatbot in a very simple and easy assisted manner. This
won't make any complications for the usage of a chatbot by the common people. It is believed
that in future generations, websites would be replaced by Chatbot.
The banking sector is one of the prime sources for digitalization. But still, some
people struggle with common issues and there are some unanswered questions in their minds
regarding the banking sector. The chatbot is the best solution for all these issues. This project
provides the best platform for the public, to solve all their queries in the necessary ways
possible!
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1. INTRODUCTION
The chatbot is an automatic text-based chatting interface that uses natural language
programming to interact with humans in human language i.e. language which is easily
understood by humans. It act likes a tool that can chat with humans very easily and in a
language that the user can easily understand. The chatbot was first developed in the late
1960s which is called ELIZA developed by MIT professor Joseph Weizenbaum, which was
later upgraded with advanced functionality in 2009 by the company WeChat in China. In the
beginning, Chatbot was manual chatting interface which evolves when artificial intelligence
came in the field.
Many chatbots are created by many companies to improve the standard of their
company’s website. In fact in future websites might be replaced by the chatbots as it is easy
to use and queries get solved easily when compared to the websites as in website it is quite
difficult to find our queries in the websites, whereas in a chatbot if we ask any queries to the
bot it will give response to the user which is relevant to that query.

2. Why banking sector?
The banking sector is one of the prime sources of digitalization. The bank is the
primary source of saving and lending money. From poor people to rich people all invest their
money to save it for the future and as a safety purpose. But from the old age till now people
have many doubts and queries regarding the banking sector and they keep on asking about it
to the other persons. As the world has grown modern people surf through the internet to
unravel these queries. But many people didn’t get their queries solved. So chatbot for the
banking sector will definitely solve these queries.

3. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
Natural language programming, known as NLP is a branch of computer science and
artificial intelligence that easily interacts with humans in human language (Natural language).
NLP is used to make chatbot understand the message send by the user and give a
response to the users appropriately. That is when the user sends a message “Good morning”
or “morning” NLP makes the bot to understand the text and give the approximate response to
the user. There are many NLP libraries used in python and Natural Language Toolkit (NLTL)
is one of the best among them. NLTK supports essential NLP support tasks such as
classification, stemming, tagging, parsing, semantic reasoning, and tokenization in Python.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN
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System design is defining the modules, components, architecture, essential interfaces
and data of the system required to develop the specific project.
The chatbot is an automatic text-based chatting interface that is developed by using
artificial intelligence. ChatterBot is a python library that is used with the help of artificial
intelligence in chatbot along with National language programming. This NLP assists and
pays the way for the programming of the chatbot in a natural language. This will help the
users to make the interaction with the chatbot in a very simple and easy assisted manner. This
won't make any complications for the usage of a chatbot by the common people.
It is designed to unravel the queries in the minds of people about the banking sector.
So the bot was placed in the bank webpage in which if a user has any doubts they can click
on the bot option and ask their queries to the bot. It is like a chatting interface where the user
will type the queries in the space below and when he click the send button or enter key then
the chatbot will search for the appropriate response of that query with the help of natural
language programming and give the response to the user.
If the bot didn’t find any response for the query asked by the user then it will show the
IDK null response with an apology to the user and it throws this message to the admin. Then
the admin can log in through the admin block and view the response given by the bot and can
train the bot for the queries which bot didn’t find any response and also for the query which
bot didn’t give an accurate response.

Fig 4.1 Architecture design
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Fig 4.2 System flow diagram

5. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this project, an interactive chatbot was developed with the help of natural language
programming and chatterbot library in python. When the user clicks on the chat option it will
redirect to the chat menu where the user can ask their queries by interacting with the bot.
User queries are taken by the NLP and find the main keyword which will match to the
response on which the bot is trained by removing stop words. It will also ignore the spelling
mistakes made by the user. Then the bot will match the word with the response trained in the
database
Once the appropriate response is found then the bot will display the result to the user.

6. MODULES
 Bank webpage
 Chatbot
 Admin module
 User authentication module
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 Query response module
 NLP response module
 Training Module
Bank webpage is a dummy webpage acts as the intermediate for the chatbot

6.1ADMIN MODULE
Admin can log in through this using the admin login ID and password through this
admin can view the customer details. Admin can also view the queries asked by the
customers and the response given by the Bot. Also used to correct the response or upgrade
any response given by the bot.

6.2USER AUTHENTICATION MODULE
This module is proposed to get the in the bank then he/she need to specify the last 4
digits of account number or needs to give email id.

Fig 6.3.1 Training bot

6.3 QUERY RESPONSE MODULE
After login to the chatbot then the user can able to ask their queries to the bot using
the chatting interface. If the user clicks on the send button or press enter key then the bot
search for the appropriate response in the database and displaces the result.

6.4 NLP RESPONSE MODULE
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NLP will take the query entered by the user. If the user gives simple conversations
like greetings etc then it will give the response taking it in ChatterBot library
When the user gives any queries regarding the banking sector then it will search for
the response in the database in which the bot is trained. An algorithm to check sentence
similarity (NLP) is applied to the modified input to check its similarity with the questions of a
predefined question-set, whose answers are available.
6.5 Training module
To train the bot for the responses and to update the bot about the new response. If the
query asked by the human is not in the response it will store the data and help the admin to
update the bot about the new queries.

Fig 6.1 Admin giving response
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Fig 6.2 NLP response

Fig 6.3 Chatbot interface
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Fig 6.4 Conversation
7. CONCLUSION
Chatbots are the new sort of websites! As discussed in the above deliverables, this
project brings the power of chatbots to banking sector and enriches its usability. Chatbots in
bank can give a human like touch to some aspects and make it an enjoying conversation. The
above mentioned functionality in all the deliverables is implemented and pushed. By
implementing the above mentioned deliverables one can able to add basic chatbot
functionality in to the bank. I.e., configuring and creating accounts for bot users with bot
settings which is mentioned in deliverable, activating a bot whenever a user asks for it via
post in a thread which is discussed in deliverable and as discussed in deliverable, this project
has a simple chatbot that gives information about the bank whenever a user ask.
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